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predict_ethnicity  

Predict ethnicity from names.

Description

Predict ethnicity either by last names or both first and last names. This is the default and recommended method for prediction.

Usage

predict_ethnicity(
  firstnames = NULL,
  lastnames = NULL,
  method = "fullname",
  threads = 0,
  na.rm = FALSE
)

Arguments

- **firstnames**: A character vector of first names. Default to NULL. Only use this if you are using 'method' = 'fullname'.
- **lastnames**: A character vector of last names. Default to NULL. Use this in both 'fullname' and 'lastname' methods.
- **method**: "fullname" or "lastname". Inference method to choose from.
- **threads**: single integer. Number of threads to use for multi-threading.
- **na.rm**: TRUE or FALSE (bool). If TRUE, then the NAs will be removed; if FALSE, then return error if there is NA in the arguments.

Value

data.frame with probability of being each ethnic group and the predicted group (one with highest probability)

Examples

predict_ethnicity(firstnames = "Alan", lastnames = "Turing")
**predict_fullname**

*Predict ethnicity from full name*

**Description**

Predicts ethnicity from first names and last names, using self-trained model with customized labels. This is designed for advanced users who wish to use their own models. For most use cases, use `predict_ethnicity()` for prediction.

**Usage**

```r
predict_fullname(
  firstnames,
  lastnames,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  threads = 0L,
  labels = NULL,
  model_path = NULL
)
```

**Arguments**

- `firstnames` character vector, first names
- `lastnames` character vector, last names
- `na.rm` bool, default to FALSE, whether to remove the na in the ‘lastnames’
- `threads` int, number of threads for multi-threading
- `labels` character vector, labels of the classification model, needs to be in the same order as the trained model
- `model_path` character file path, the path to the trained model in .json format (converted from Keras by frugally-deep)

**Value**

data.frame with predicted probability and predicted ethnicity

---

**predict_lastname**

*Predict ethnicity from last name*

**Description**

Predicts ethnicity from last names, using self-trained model with customized labels. This is designed for advanced users who wish to use their own models. For most use cases, use `predict_ethnicity()` for prediction.
Usage

predict_lastname(
  lastnames,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  threads = 0L,
  labels = NULL,
  model_path = NULL
)

Arguments

lastnames  character vector, last names
na.rm      bool, default to FALSE, whether to remove the na in the 'lastnames'
threads    int, number of threads for multi-threading
labels     character vector, labels of the classification model, needs to be in the same order
            as the trained model
model_path character file path, the path to the trained model in .json format (converted from
            Keras by frugally-deep)

Value

data.frame with predicted probability and predicted ethnicity
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